
Welcome and thank you for joining!

State Updates:
- 988 implementation plan underway
- Free QPR Training Codes sent out again
- Governor's Challenge
- Funding for gun lock, safes, medlock boxes etc.
- Zero Suicide calls to start Jan/Feb 2022! monthly , last Tuesday @ 10:30.
- Needs Assessment

- 99 Responses
- Majority of respondents were from k-12 roles, 53% of people focused on high

school aged youth, 38% on middle school, and 38% on women.
-

- Pros:
- Most people reported QPR, the hotline, and community engagement

activities are available AND promoted well.
- Parenting skill programs, family relationship programs,

MHFA/ASIST/SafeTalk, and lethal means reduction methods are all
available but not well-advertised.

- Opportunities:
- Looks like most respondents reported not having CONNECT training or

CALM training in their communities.



- Above: Organizations have policies to support suicide prevention, individuals are
engaged in prosocial behavior, individuals support help-seeking behavior, individuals
know about community resources, individuals promote positive social norms.

Work Group Updates:
1 Population Based (Megan Selheim, Ashley McRae, Jeremy Bay)

- Completed large scale SWOT analysis
- Narrowed down priorities/focuses on primary prevention strategies, population health-

SOS as a specific focus areas to bridge a gap.
- Jeremy will assist with resource mapping alongside the GC efforts.
- Zero Suicide
- Possibly pilot a few programs specific to rural counties.

2 Prevention Strategies (Beverly Shore, Jeremy Bay and Megan Selheim)
3 Access to Care (Jen Swaney, Andrea Shipley)

- Pipeline to care
- Who is that first contact when accessing care? How does that differ when

entering crisis from different points
- Subgroups to focus on- coordinating efforts to reduce barriers to care
- Coordinated telepsych, reducing intake paperwork, marketing prevention and 988,

school-based mental health.
4 Policy and Planning (Ann Perkins, Jen Davis, Doug Bebout)

- Waiting to meet once other groups could help shape their goals.
- Possibly assist on 988 policy



- Reminder: Work Group Expectations
- Subgroups
- Autonomous in meeting frequency and planning
- Member roles
- Landscape Analysis, SWOT analysis
- Contribution to WY state plan
- Representatives to general meeting
- Reminder: Align goals with CDC National Plan, Dept. of Defense Plan, National

Action Alliance Plan, and WY State Plan

Other Community Updates/Highlights?
- ART321
- DOC ASIST
- Park CO
- CAMS-Care
- Grace for 2 Brothers Award
- ARPA Updates: Gov presented plan to JAC for ARPA spending.

- Recommended: 7mil for lifeline to 24/7 operations, 2nd yr of funding for MHFA t4t
- Proposed EMS standardization with EMD, improve capacity of resources and

referrals via 211 and regional champions.
- On gov website- opportunity to make public comment, Jen developed a white

paper for GC lists taskforce recommendations.
- Judiciary hearing tomorrow- missing stakeholder input, not open for public

comment. Recommendation to write legislators with concerns of proposed
changes. Harms associated with what changes will cause .

- My Ascension Documentary screening recently

Review Main Action Items:

Next Meeting: March 10th 12-1pm
Going forward do these need to be 1.5-2 Hrs?
*UPDATE MEETING INVITE TO REMOVE THE GOOGLE MEET

Questions for me, WDH, or the large group?


